As part of the development of the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), i.e., the "smart grid," power utilities are increasingly deploying residential meters that wirelessly communicate (either with devices in the home, with other meters, or with the utility). These meters may employ multiple antennas and radiate at different frequencies, ranging from 850 MHz to 2.4 GHz. Unlike radio-frequency (RF) exposure caused by cell phones, where the position of the phone relative to the body is somewhat fi xed, the position of a power meter relative to the body is rather unconstrained. In this work, we used the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) Method to study the Specifi c Absorption Rate (SAR) produced in full anatomical models of humans when they were exposed to the RF fi elds produced by a wireless AMI meter, commonly referred to as a smart meter. Various scenarios were considered, most of which could be described as "beyond worst case." Despite this fact, only when an individual was extremely close to one particular radiating element and when one ignored the actual duty cycle of these meters did the SAR values exceed the published safety limits. When one accounts for the meter's true duty cycle or there was a realistic separation between the meter and an individual, all SAR values fell within safety limits.
Introduction
T he smart grid -or, more formally, the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) -has as one of its key components meters that can wirelessly communicate. These meters are commonly referred to as smart meters. These meters can communicate with devices within the home, with other AMI meters, or with the electric power utility. The deployment of these meters has not been without concern on the part of some citizens, e.g., [1] [2] [3] . These concerns center on the possible health effects that may be caused by exposure to the non-ionizing radio-frequency (RF) fi elds produced by these meters.
An extensive study of the fi elds associated with an Itron smart meter has recently been reported [4] . This study ana lyzed the fi elds produced by these meters using measured data. The meter was studied in a host of settings, including a residential home, an apartment building (where a bank of meters was installed), the laboratory, and an outdoor test facility (where approximately 7000 meters were present). This measured data showed that in realistic scenarios, the exposure a human would receive was well below the maximum permis sible exposure limits.
In this work, we used the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method [5, 6] to study RF dosimetry in humans exposed to one particular smart meter. This dosimetry was quantifi ed by obtaining the specifi c absorption rate (SAR) induced in full anatomical models of various humans. The 1 g, 10 g, and whole-body averaged SAR values were obtained and compared to basic restrictions of relevant safety standards. In many ways, the results presented here represented "beyond worst case" scenarios, in that the simulations involved distances between the human and the meter that were not likely to occur in practice; the simulations assumed the maximum transmitted power from a cell-relay meter; and the simulations did not account for the small duty cycle associated with typical data transmissions. In practice, wireless smart meters transmit for short durations. Benefi ting from CDMA EVDO high-data-rate technology, the average duty cycle for the cel-lular transceiver in a cell relay is approximately 0.088% [4] . Note that a cell-relay meter communicates data obtained from the mesh-network of meters back to the electric utility via a wireless wide-area network (WWAN) using cellular-telephone technology. Typically, one cell-relay meter services between 500 and 750 "end-point" meters in a given network. End-point meters lack the dual-band antenna (considered below) that is found in cell-relay meters, and hence end-point meters radiate less total power than cell-relay meters.
The FDTD method is a full-wave, time-domain solver for Maxwell's equations. It is robust, accurate, and well suited to studying problems involving highly inhomogeneous media, such as the human body. The FDTD method has been used numerous times to study human exposure to various radiating devices, e.g., cell phones [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , mobile-phone basestation antennas [14] , Wi-Fi [15] and Bluetooth devices [16] , and "electronic article surveillance" devices [17] . The FDTD method has also been extensively used to study exposure to plane waves, e.g., [18] [19] [20] .
In this work, we characterized the exposure via the spe cifi c absorption (SAR) rate, for which there are published standards [21, 22] . No further attempt was made to character ize the health effects of the electromagnetic fi elds. For a dis cussion of health issues that goes beyond the SAR value, the interested reader is referred to [23, 24] . The SAR uncertainties from effects of age-dependent tissue variations [11] , posture, and anatomical variations [18, 25] have been studied previ ously, and are beyond the scope of the current analysis. How ever, we do wish to point out that [11] showed that age-dependent tissue variation had little effect on the peak spa tially average SAR value.
In the remainder of this work, we start by describing the model of the smart meter that was incorporated into the FDTD simulation. We then provide an overview of the FDTD implementation that was used. This is followed by the results obtained from a number of numerical experiments. We then provide conclusions.
Implementation

Meter Model
An AMI smart meter is shown in Figure 1 . This particu lar meter might be described as atypical, in that it is designed to collect information from other meters and relay this infor mation back to the utility. Such a meter might thus represent perhaps one out of every 500 to 750 meters that are deployed in a geographic region. We selected this meter to study since it radiates more power than end-point meters (i.e., meters attached to residences that do not contain cell-relay function ality). The meter box (or "socket") has the dimensions of the box shown in the fi gure. The wireless communication with the utility is via the dual-band antenna that is mounted on the inside of the transparent meter cover. This antenna is visible in Figure 1 as a black patch on the left side of the cover. When active, the dualband antenna was assumed to radiate 30 dBm (one watt) at either 850 MHz or 1900 MHz. There are two additional antennas present in this particular meter. They are both quarter-wave slot-line antennas that are incorporated into the circuit boards behind the meter's front face. The horizontal slot-line antenna radiates approximately 24 dBm at 900 MHz (75% less than the dual-band antenna). The vertical slot-line antenna radiates approximately 20 dBm at 2.4 GHz (90% less than the dual-band antenna). Owing to the fact that the dual-band antenna radiates the most power, it was the antenna con sidered in this work. In practice, the duty cycle for this antenna is small ( 0.088% ≈ [4] ). Nevertheless, all the calcula tions presented here assumed steady-steady radiation (i.e., the antenna was always radiating full power). Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the dual-band antenna used in the FDTD simulations. Some approximations of the actual antenna were made. First, the actual antenna is slightly curved as it follows the contour of the meter cover. In the simulations to follow the antenna was assumed to exist in a plane. The spatial step size used in the FDTD simulations was 1.5 mm. For some of the metal traces of the antenna, this required a slight modifi cation of the dimensions in order to conform to the underlying FDTD grid, but never by more than half a millimeter. (For example, the long, thin "wings" of the antenna were 1.5 mm wide in the FDTD simulations, instead of their actual width of 1.0 mm. The more important dimensions in the model were those of the 15 mm and 47 mm segments of these wings. The length of the 15 mm segment was exactly modeled, whereas the 47 mm segment was modeled as 46.5 mm.) In the FDTD simulation, the antenna was driven with an additive current source between the two black circular dots that appear toward the center of Figure 2. (The cable that attaches to these points on the actual antenna is partially visi ble on the side of the meter in Figure 1 .)
In the FDTD simulations, the antenna was placed in front of a meter box at a distance corresponding to the distance found in the actual meter. Additionally, the offset of the antenna from the center of the meter was taken into account. The meter box was treated as a perfect electric conductor (PEC). The dimensions used for the box were those of a Milbank U7487-RL socket: 3.625 in × 8 in × 11.5 in (corre sponding to the depth, width, and height, respectively). The circular hole in the front face was incorporated into the model, but the hole that appears at the top of the meter box in Fig ure 1 was not. The electronics in the actual meter were not modeled. The meter model thus consisted of the radiating antenna positioned in front of the meter box. The radiation pattern of the meter shown in Figure 1 was measured and also calculated via the FDTD method. The measured and calcu lated patterns were roughly equivalent, sharing similar fea tures, with neither pattern exhibiting strong directionality.
FDTD Implementation
The underlying FDTD "computational engine" used in this work employed the standard second-order Yee algorithm [5, 6] . The FDTD code was written in-house. The FDTD grid was terminated with an eight-cell convolutional perfectly matched layer (CPML) [26, 27] . A convolutional perfectly matched layer of six cells has previously been shown to be effective in a wide variety of SAR calculations [28] . The eight-cell convolutional perfectly matched layer used in this work thus should have been more than adequate for the sce narios considered. In order to facilitate the investigation of large problems, the code used the Message Passing Interface (MPI) in order to distribute the computation over a cluster of computers [29] .
The problem was discretized using a uniform spatial step size of 1.5 mm. This ensured at least 10 points per wavelength within the material with the highest relative permittivity. Simulations were run at the three-dimensional Courant limit of 1 3 , i.e., ∆ is the temporal step size, and δ ∆ is the spatial step size in the x, y, and z directions.
As previously mentioned, the antenna was excited by placing an additive current source across the two black circu lar dots shown in Figure 2 . Once the simulation began, the source function was harmonic at the frequency of interest. Actually, it was quasi-harmonic since -to help minimize the spectral content at frequencies that were not of interest -the amplitude was ramped up gradually, using an exponential envelope where the amplitude reached 99% of its asymptotic limit after 10 cycles. Specifi cally, the amplitude was given by
where n is the integer time step, and N λ is the (free-space) number of points per wavelength, which was 105 for 1900 MHz and 235 for 850 MHz.
Simulations were typically run for 10,000 time steps, which was suffi cient to ensure that steady-state had been achieved. Most of the body tissues had relative permittivities around 55 at 850 MHz and 1900 MHz. For this permittivity, over the duration of the simulation, a fi eld can propagate 1.17 m (equivalent to traversing the body more than twice, if the body was less than 50 cm in depth). Even with the highest relative permittivity -70 for gallbladder at 850 MHz -the fi eld could propagate more than 1 m over the duration of the simulation. Given the loss in the tissue, these lengths/durations were suffi cient to obtain steady-state. Moreover, the existence of steady-state was also verifi ed by checking the magnitude and phase of the fi eld at various points throughout the computational domain. After 10,000 time steps, the variations in the magnitude and phase from one cycle to the next were found to be less than two percent.
The simulations were constructed so that the dual-band antenna radiated a total of one watt. This was achieved by fi rst doing a simulation involving just the antenna. A current source of known amplitude was applied to the antenna, and then the total radiated power was calculated [30] . Given this relationship between current and radiated power, the ampli tude of the current was then scaled to obtain one watt of radi ated paper. The humans in the simulation were members of the Virtual Family [31] . This "family" consists of a 34-year-old male (Duke), a 26-year-old female (Ella), an 11-year-old female (Billie), and a 6-year-old male (Thelonious). Instead of using the names of the jazz greats as given in [31] , in the spirit of a family we will refer to these four as Dad, Mom, Daughter, and Son, respectively. The composition of the members of the Virtual Family was defi ned via continuous boundaries between different materials (by "materials," we mean those present in a human, e.g., grey matter, muscle, bone, and inter nal air). In this way, the FDTD modeler can specify any spa tial sample size, and the Virtual-Family software will report the type of material that exists at each sample point. From a Web site maintained by the Italian National Research Council [32], after merely specifying the frequency of interest, one can obtain the relative permittivity and conductivity that pertain to each material (and hence, to each sample point).
As mentioned above, in the simulations done here, the spatial step size was 1.5 mm. However, the Virtual-Family software was used to obtain voxel models sampled at 0.75 mm. In accordance with the approach described in [33, 34] , the data from this "sub-sampled" person were then used to determine the coeffi cients that appeared in the FDTD update equations using a spatial step size of 1.5 mm.
In various instances, such as when the meter was directly in front of the nose, we performed two simulations: one with the entire body, and one with just the upper torso. We found that the peak SAR values were identical for the two different simulations. We thus concluded portions of the body that were "far" from the location of the peak SAR had little to no effect on the SAR. Consequently, we did not study the effect of a ground plane, since the geometric spreading of the fi eld from the fi nite source was likely to ensure that any fi elds refl ected from a ground plane would be small compared to the direct fi eld.
The specifi c absorption rate (SAR) requires the calculation of the square magnitude of the electric fi eld, i.e., 2 SAR 2
where σ is the conductivity, ρ is the density, and the vector electric fi eld, E, has components ˆˆx x z y y z E E E + + a a a . In the FDTD method, the fi eld components are offset in space so that none of the electric-fi eld components are spatially collocated. Different algorithms have been proposed to handle this spatial offset [19, [35] [36] [37] . In this work, the SAR was calculated at the corner of a voxel. Assuming the voxel had indices ( ) , , i j k and the x, y, and z components of the electric fi eld were each offset a half spatial step in the direction in which they pointed, the fi eld magnitude was obtained via ( )
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Among other approaches, the in-house code was validated by comparing whole-body averaged SAR values with those reported in [20] , where a member of the Virtual Family was illuminated by a plane wave.
Results
Close-Proximity Dosimetry
In the simulations we performed, the highest SAR values were obtained when the human's face was centered on the plane containing the dual-band antenna. This corresponds to an individual putting his or her face in close proximity to the meter but not centering the head, as would typically be done to look into the meter. Instead, the center of the head was dis placed to the side, so as to align with the antenna. Figure 3 shows color-map snapshots of the vertical compo nent of the electric fi eld taken from FDTD simulations where the members of the Virtual Family had their noses nearly aligned with the plane of the dual-band antenna. The fi eld was displayed over a sagittal plane (i.e., the plane passed through the person from front-to-back, head-to-toe). In these snapshots, the color-mapping was such that the fi eld magni tude is visible over three decades. As the color-bar shown in Figure 3d indicates, white corresponds to the maximum value, and as the fi elds decrease, they pass through the colors of the rainbow. Fields less than one one-thousandth of the maximum value appear as black. Since the electric fi eld was zero within the antenna, the antenna could be seen as a black outline. The outline of the meter box was also visible as a black outline to the right of the antenna. The fi eld was maximum in the imme diate vicinity of the antenna. These snapshots were taken at time step 9,200 (i.e., they represented the instantaneous value of the fi eld at that time). The frequency was 850 MHz.
Note that the members of the Virtual family did not all have their heads oriented the same way. Thus, although Mom and Dad had their noses as the forward-most body part, for Son and Daughter, the forward-most feature was the forehead. In Figure 3 , the separations between the left-most segment of the antenna and the right-most feature of a family member were Dad, 19.5 mm; Mom, 27.0 mm; Daughter, 28.5 mm; and Son, 21.0 mm. For Daughter and Son, these separations were relative to the forehead, which was above the vertical center of the antenna. The nose for the children was roughly 7.5 mm further away horizontally. Rather than a two-dimensional slice, Figure 4 provides a three-dimensional representation of the 10 g averaged SAR obtained from the same simulations that are depicted in Figure 3 . The SAR was visible only at the outer-most tissue. The same color mapping was used in Figures 3 and 4 , but one should keep in mind that one fi gure shows fi eld and the other shows SAR. In each fi gure, the normalization was to the maximum value present in that fi gure (numeric values follow). Clearly, the highest SAR values occurred at points closest to the center of the antenna, which, for these simulations, was the nose and the area surrounding the nose. Table 1 shows the maximum 1 g, 10 g, and whole-body averaged SAR values obtained from these simulations at 850 MHz and 1900 MHz. The 10 g IEEE [38] guideline specifi es a limit of 4.0 W/kg for the general public, and 20.0 W/kg for occupational exposure. The 1 g FCC limit is 1.6 W/kg for uncontrolled environments, and 8 W/kg for controlled environments [21] . The whole-body averaged SAR limit is 0.08 W/ kg for uncontrolled environments. As might be expected for a fi nite source such as existed in these simula tions, the wholebody SAR was generally well below the limit. The 1 g and 10 g values in the table exceeded the general-public/uncontrolledenvironment limits. For 850 MHz, the 1 g and 10 g values fell below the occupational limits, but not for 1900 MHz. Recall that these values do not account for the actual duty cycle of these meters. To incorporate the duty cycle into these values, they should be multiplied by a factor of approximately . By doing so, all values fell well below the generalpublic limits.
Simulations were also done where the human had his or her head centered about the meter (i.e., a position one might expect if the person were looking into the meter). This position moved the nose slightly further from the antenna than the scenario considered above. However, the separation between the human and the front of the meter was identical to that used before. (Note that the separations previously given were between the antenna and the human. As Figure 1 shows, the antenna is recessed in the meter by several millimeters. All of these measurements thus assumed that the human was closer to the meter than 28 mm.) Table 2 shows the corresponding maximum 1 g, 10 g, and whole-body averaged SAR values at 850 MHz and 1900 MHz. This slight shift in the position of the human relative to the antenna reduced the maximum val ues, in some cases by more than a factor of two. Table 3 gives the maximum 1 g, 10 g, and whole-body averaged SAR values for Dad and Mom at 850 MHz and 1900 MHz when the antenna was aligned with the nose as described above. However, here the horizontal separation was varied.
Dosimetry as a Function of Proximity
Dosimetry as a Function of the
Position of the Antenna
Exposure and Vertical Displacement
Starting with the antenna aligned with the nose but 18 cm away horizontally for Dad, or 19.2 cm away for Mom, we kept the horizontal locations of the human and the meter the same, but calculated the SAR values when the meter was displaced downward in steps of 15 cm. The goal was to see if the exposure ever rose above what it was when the meter was directly in front of the nose. The whole-body SAR did increase slightly when the meter was more centrally located about the body, but the peak 1 g and 10 g values never increased above what they were when the meter was aligned with the nose. Table 4 shows the SAR values that were obtained. The 1 g SAR at 1900 MHz and a height of 0 cm was slightly above the limit, but all other values were below. Figure 5 shows snapshots of the vertical component of the relative electric-fi eld strength when Dad was behind the meter. (One can envision this as a scenario where the meter was mounted on a wall, and Dad was behind the wall. How ever, no actual wall was incorporated into this particular simulation, and hence the fi eld Dad received was larger than it would otherwise have been. An analysis using measured fi elds of the attenuation of smart-meter RF fi elds caused by common residential walls can be found in [4] .) In these snapshots, Dad appeared as the dark silhouette to the right. In Figure 5a , his nose was in the plane of the antenna, and was separated from the back of the meter by roughly 8.25 cm (which was less than the thickness of a typical wall). We called this position "behind" the meter. In Figure 5b , he was turned so that his back was toward the reader, his left shoulder was 9.45 cm from the back of the meter, and his head was roughly centered about the meter. We called this position "beside" the meter. Figure 5b provided a coronal slice through Dad. (All previous snapshots were sagittal slices.) The frequency was 850 MHz, and the snapshots were taken after 2000 time steps.
Exposure when Behind or Beside Meter
The maximum 1 g, 10 g, and whole-body averaged SAR values for the scenarios depicted in Figure 5 are given in Table 5 for 850 MHz and 1900 MHz. When the individual was beside the meter, the left shoulder was closest to the back of the meter (and the nose was pointed 90° away from the front-to-back line of the meter). All values were far below the basic restrictions of the relevant exposure limits.
To model the possibility of somebody lying in a prone position on the other side of the wall from the meter, we considered a scenario similar to the geometry depicted in Fig ure 5b . However, the entire meter was rotated 90°. In this way, the orientation of the individual and the antenna were orthogonal to each other. One can think of this as looking down on a coronal plane containing the meter with Dad in a prone position. The meter was aligned with the head. Table 6 shows the SAR values obtained for this "prone" scenario. Note that the SAR values were higher than they were when the orientation of the human and antenna were the same. This was explained by the added shielding provided by the meter box when the human and meter were aligned. In the prone scenario, more of the human was "out to the side" and thus exposed to stronger fi elds. Nevertheless, all the SAR values were well below the limits.
Conclusions
In this work, we considered the maximum possible exposure from one example of a wireless smart meter. Exposure to RF fi elds in both the 850 MHz and 1900 MHz bands were considered. The calculated values assumed that the antenna transmitted continuously, rather than using a typical duty cycle. Nevertheless, the SAR values that were obtained were within the safety guidelines, except in the contrived situation where an individual essentially placed his or her head against the meter. If the SAR values were reduced to take into account the 0.088% duty cycle [4] , i.e., if the listed values were divided by a factor of approximately 1000, even when the human placed his or her head against the meter, the guidelines would be met. Vertical displacements of the meter relative to the body never produced greater peak 1 g and 10 g averaged SAR values than when the dual-band antenna was aligned with the nose.
In the somewhat more realistic scenarios, such as when the meter was directly to the side of the human or directly behind the human, the SAR values were well within the guideline basic restrictions. These simulations assumed free space between the human and the meter. (The existence of a wall would further reduce exposure.)
For the amount of power radiated by this fi nite source and the sizes of the family members, whole-body SAR values were substantially less than the safety guidelines, even when the body and meter were in close proximity.
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